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Dhesi Brothers Give Back to Their
Community Through Gardening
Contributed by Alyssa Chan, Communications & Event Planning Intern
For 15 years, Kim and Raman Dhesi have maintained
the traffic circle on the corner of Waverley and
Inverness in South Vancouver as volunteers for the
Green Streets Program with the City of Vancouver,
and five years ago they were joined by Andre, their
caregiver. This project started four months ago when
Stephanie Koenig, Service Designer at posAbilities
and Innovation Lead with InWithForward, remarked
that the traffic circle near their house was the
prettiest she’d ever seen. She was motivated to
commemorate the Dhesi’s efforts through a piece of
art, as she became curious about their vision of their
neighbourhood as well as how they saw themselves
in their community. InWithForward tackles social
problems such as disability rights, youth in the
justice system, immigration, and poverty through a
variety of person-centred prototype projects.
Steph, who lives across the street from the Dhesi’s,
became connected with CloudScape Comics
when she saw their studio in South Memorial Park,
which she frequents. Cloudscape Comics is an
inclusive charity organization that publishes books
with progressive subject matter and has recently
funded a new anthology, “Labyrinth of the Mind”,
that explores mental health, disabilities, and care.
Because COVID had made a lot of their ongoing

projects unfeasible, CloudScape
Comics had to figure out new ways
to facilitate a sense of connectedness
in the neighbourhood during the
pandemic. Steph decided to work
together with CloudScape Comics
to illustrate community stories, with
Steph collecting anecdotes from the
neighbourhood and CloudScape
Comics taking charge of the artwork.
Kobie Gingras-Fox, a recent graduate of Emily
Carr’s illustration program, was connected to Kim,
Raman, and Andre through Oliver McTavish-Wisden
of Cloudscape Comics, who was responsible for
organizing and finding artists for the project. “I was
inspired, especially with the butterfly, from various
reference photos of the traffic circle taken by the
three depicted,” Kobie recalls.
During the pandemic, Kim usually goes to Stage Door
on Mondays and Wednesdays and attends Zoom
meetings with them on Fridays. While Raman, who
just recently returned to his role at Playland, had spent
his time doing household errands including grocery
shopping, laundry, and cleaning up the yard. Some of
the things they do with Andre include long walks and
hikes, heading out to various appointments, and even
the odd intercontinental trip (pre-pandemic).
The Dhesi brothers have experienced a surge in
popularity in their neighbourhood because of
their contributions to the traffic circle,
Continued on Page 2

A drawing from Kobie Gingras-Fox
depicting Stage Door actor Kim Dhesi,
his brother Raman, and their caregiver
Andre, volunteering to maintain
a traffic circle.
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A Decade in the Workforce –
Andy’s Employment Journey
Contributed by Alyssa Chan, Communications & Event Planning
Intern, & Liane Lowden, posAbilities Employment Specialist

and it gives their mother, Rae, a sense of pride every time she
sees the traffic circle from her front window. “It makes me feel
great! Everyone is congratulating my boys,” she says, reporting
that her neighbours come over all the time to tell the Dhesi’s that
the traffic circle is beautiful. Her sons love maintaining the traffic
circle, as it makes them feel that they are making an impact in
their community. Their work on the traffic circle helps keep the
neighbourhood tidy and teaches them about gardening, and Steph
describes them as “neighbourhood stewards” who have inspired her
to take care of her own neighbourhood.
Steph and representatives from CloudScape Comics plan to
install the drawing in South Memorial Park, on the fence around
Cloudscape Comics’ studio.

into his current position
in Maintenance, as he
pays great attention to
detail. Although Andy
prefers working behind
the scenes to direct
customer service, one of
his favourite memories
was interacting with
customers while
dressed up as Grimace, a
McDonald’s mascot, for a
special event!
Before connecting with posAbilities
Employment Services (PES) over 10 years
ago, Andy had no formal job training. He
had completed a work experience term
at a grocery store during his high school
days, and had picked up transit skills when
attending a day program at Aegis West.
It was at that time that Andy first heard
about the benefits of being employed. To
Andy, employment meant gaining more
experience, making new friends, and earning
his own money. To get started on his career
path, he began working with Employment
Specialists at PES. “They helped me a lot,” he
recalls, referring to the support they gave
him in preparing his resume, practicing
interview questions in advance, and learning
how to make a work schedule.
Andy was attracted to McDonald’s because
of its high team spirit. One of the best
things about McDonald’s is being able to do
various types of tasks, as it helps Andy avoid
getting bored on the job. He started off as a
Lobby Attendant cleaning tables, windows,
and washrooms, and greeting
customers. Andy then took on
a Grill Cook role before moving
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Over the past decade, Andy has moved
away from sitting at home and watching TV
much of the day. Andy keeps in touch with
some of his former workmates, and meets
up with them for picnics at Lions Park in Port
Coquitlam, maintaining a strong sense of
community outside his work environment.
Working at McDonald’s has also meant
more freedom in deciding how to spend
his money, and becoming more responsible
in other aspects of life. One of the most
significant things he learned at work is how
to reach out and ask for support when we
need it, which all of us can relate to.
Andy has high praise for his managers
who’ve helped him improve his reading,
computer and online communication skills.
In fact, it’s been many years since Andy has
called on the PES team for support, but it’s
good to know that they are there for him and
his employer if something unexpected pops
up at work.
Andy’s employment journey has been about
going out into the world on his own, from
the everyday independence that comes with
taking the bus to work in the morning to
International travel to exciting locations like

the Dominican Republic, Dublin, Paris and
Las Vegas. What’s his favourite part of these
experiences? The food, of course!
His next career goal is to work in a factory
and put the woodworking skills he gained in
school to good use. He believes the handson experience he gained at McDonald’s has
prepared him well for a future woodworking
job. Andy is also considering becoming a
mentor with the PES Job Club, which will
provide the opportunity to advise high
school students about things like the what
to expect at interviews, what they can do
to build up their resumes, and how to find
meaningful work. Like many young job
seekers, he was nervous when searching for
employment ten years ago, but encourages
those who are new to the workforce to be
friendly, work hard, smile, be alert, and know
their workplace rights.
Andy doesn’t intend to have a huge party
for his 10-year milestone, “I don’t like big
celebrations” Andy admits, “and I don’t like
being the centre of attention.” He prefers
to be low-key about his accomplishments.
Andy knows that he will have many more
milestone moments in the future.
Editor’s note: The BC government has
created a $4.8 million grant for employees
with disabilities and the organizations
they build their careers in. The Employer
Supports for Persons with Disabilities
project, a collaboration between Small
Business BC and the Presidents Group,
is targeted towards employers to help
people with disabilities maintain longterm successful employment. Read more
about the province’s initiative here.

Arts & Culture
With BC’s Restart Plan underway, it almost feels like the world is coming out of hibernation. It’s no different in the arts and culture
sector: galleries are open, live performances are once again possible, and cinemas are starting to sell tickets. To celebrate, here are
some artistic events you can enjoy at a variety of post-COVID comfort levels, from virtual viewings to in-person presentations.

•

Outsiders and Others brings non-traditional artists to
the forefront. This includes outsider, folk, self-taught,
visionary, intuitive, and artists with disabilities. They now
have two window-gallery locations in Vancouver: 716 East
Hastings and 938 Howe Street. Learn more about their
current exhibitions and call for artists on their website,
outsidersandothers.com.

•

•

•

•

•
Deborah Leigh, “Orange Fizz” – Outsiders and Others

INCLUSION
ONLINE ART SHOW & SALE

INCLUSION

ONLINE ART SHOW & SALE
Sugar Mama

Alternative Creations Studio

VocalEye’s Almost Live series continues on Zoom
this summer with events designed to be accessible
for audience members who are blind and partially
sighted. Their upcoming lineup includes audio plays, live
storytelling, a virtual museum tour, and more. Register
online at vocaleye.ca or call 604-364-5949.
The Bill Reid Gallery is the only public gallery in Canada
devoted to contemporary Indigenous art. Thanks to their
Community Access Partner, the Downtown Vancouver
Business Improvement Association, admission is free on
the first Friday of every month and free year-round for
Indigenous visitors. To learn about visiting hours and current
exhibitions, check out the gallery’s website, billreidgallery.ca.
The Museum of Vancouver is reopening with new safety
measures and a number of exciting exhibitions for patrons
to explore, from a showcase of traditional ecological
knowledge, to pieces from local Haida artists, to a
collection of classic neon signs. The Museum of Vancouver
is also wheelchair-accessible and service animal friendly!
To learn more and plan your visit, check out the museum’s
website, museumofvancouver.ca.
The Queer Arts Festival begins July 24 and runs for
three weeks in a hybrid format, with some works online
and some works in person. Enjoy workshops, visual art,
sonic art, and more, at a comfort level you get to choose!
To learn more about what’s in the works, check out the
festival’s website, queerartsfestival.com.
The Day of Music, presented by the Vancouver Symphony
Orchestra, features over 100 digital performances from BC
artists. Enjoy a wide selection of works—from operas to
jazz to contemporary, from solos to duos to symphonies—
all for free. Explore the shows and get to know the artists
at dayofmusic.ca.

We’re excited to host our INCLUSION Art Show & Sale online
this year! We have developed a brand new website with
the ability to purchase artists’ work online. The Inclusion Art
Show is evolving into a festival of art, and will be celebrated
throughout Community Inclusion month in a series of online
social, learning and participatory events. We look forward
to hosting our in-person show once again in 2022. In the
meantime, if it’s possible to arrange any small events to
complement the show, we will certainly try to do so.
Registration is now open! Artists with diverse abilities are
encouraged to apply, and can register directly through the
online form on our website: https://inclusionartshow.com.

Colour Crash

Tom Mackie, PotteryWorks

This year’s online show will be open throughout October and
online sales will be from October 21-28. During the past year,
our artists have done a fantastic job adapting to the changing
circumstances and are eager to share their work with you.
We look forward to continuing to host a truly unique show
that celebrates creativity, community, and diverse abilities.

Be sure to check out the show at:
www.inclusionartshow.com
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Keep Busy During
the Summer Months
Summer Camps – Laurel Behaviour
Support Services now has a listing of
accessible summer camps! Locations
covered include the Lower Mainland, the
Okanagan, and Vancouver Island. Access
it here www.laurelbc.ca/useful-links/
and scroll down to Summer Camps.

CoMakeDo – Do you like painting,
dancing, karaoke, or just chatting with
others? CoMakeDo has something for
everyone, and it can all be enjoyed
without leaving your bubble. They run
a number of weekly events, which you
can view here:
www.comakedo.ca/events

Easter Seals Camps – Throughout
July and August, Easter Seals is offering
Camp@Home, week-long themed
camps to bring folks together even now.
Some of the themes in store include
Cooking Week, Books Bonanza, and
even a Pirate Week! Learn more here:
www.eastersealsbcy.ca/campathome/

Real Talk – Let’s talk about love and
consent. At their free Real Talk Hangouts,
folks get together on Zoom, watch
videos, and chat with a Certified Sexual
Health Educator. You can ask about
anything – how bodies work, how
relationships work, how sex works… Or
you can just listen. They also run free
workshops for families, friends, and staff
– to help them join the conversation!
Learn about upcoming events here:
www.real-talk.org

Theatre Terrific – Every week, Theatre
Terrific holds Pandemonium--a weekly
discussion followed by a talent show,
if you want to sign up! For more
information, check out Theatre Terrific’s
website here: www.theatreterrific.ca
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Celebrate Pride
Contributed by Alex Masse, Special Projects Worker
This June, we celebrate Pride Month for the second time during the
COVID-19 pandemic. Despite these unfortunate circumstances, the
LGBTQ+ community continues to stand strong and resilient, with
plenty planned to keep them together while apart.
For many, Pride is a time of unity and connection, and the typical
parades and festivities are sorely missed. On the bright side, the
community’s adapted since last year. For example, Vancouver Pride
is hosting an excellent mix of in-person and online events this year,
which you can view here: www.vancouverpride.ca. Enjoy Art Walks,
workshops, and socially distanced drag shows while keeping
yourself and your loved ones safe. You can also sign up for the
Vancouver Pride Run and Walk here: https://bit.ly/3xh2COc which
will be done online as well. Additionally, if you want to support
local queer businesses, Yelp now has the option to search
specifically for queer-owned and queer-friendly establishments.
Learn more about it on their blog: https://bit.ly/3xkIdYz .
One advantage of these strange times is that you can enjoy
events all over the world without having to leave your home.
Toronto Pride, for example, has a whole roster of panels,
performances, and more that can be enjoyed virtually, check
it out here: www.pridetoronto.com . Victoria’s also running an
entirely online Pride Month event celebration, click here:
www.victoriapridesociety.org/pride-2021/
If you want something closer to home, Building Caring
Communities (BCC) is hosting their first virtual “Slow Dating”
events for everyone – folks with disabilities, the LGBTQ2SI+
community, who are looking to date. The next event is
Saturday, June 19 from 6-9pm – please RSVP to
slowdating2021@gmail.com and include your first and last name,
your gender, and your dating preferences (for example: looking
for a man, woman, transgender, non-binary, etc.).
Overall, despite everything, Pride Month is still a time to celebrate
the brilliance and resilience of the LGBTQ+ community.
Not even a global pandemic can stand in the way of that.

PROGRAM NEWS
Janet Volunteers with Purpose
Through Adopt-a-Block
Contributed by Alyssa Chan, Communications & Event Planning Intern
Janet Matthews joined the Adopt-a-Block program
with the City of Vancouver in February 2021, which
provides opportunities for residents, businesses,
and organizations to keep their communities clean
by participating in litter cleanups. She learned
about Adopt-a-Block when Tammy Kirk mentioned
that her son was involved in the program and
asked Janet whether she would be interested
in participating. Her route is down one side of
Gladstone Street, then up the other side.

Johnson’s Dog
Treats for Sale!
Contributed by Johnson Fong,
and Karl Johnston, Social-preneurs
Johnson has spent this pandemic honing his
culinary skills. Not for your standard meal, though-rather, food for our furry friends!
Johnson’s dog treats come in three different
sizes, so you can choose the best fit for your dog.
Ingredients include pumpkin, peanut butter, whole
wheat flour, and eggs. And keep an eye out--a
recipe for cat treats is currently being “purrfected”!
Currently, the pricing is $5 for 20 large treats, 40
medium treats, or 60 small treats. Delivery is free
for Burnaby and surrounding communities. If you’d
like to order, you can call Karl at 778-865-9964, or
email karl.johnston@posabilities.ca.

The city sent Janet all of the supplies needed such
as garbage pickers, gloves, bags, and a special
yellow vest that helps her stand out. She even
came up with her own nickname for the garbage
picker, which she affectionately calls “the lobster”.
When asked what she likes the most about volunteering with Adopt-a-Block,
Janet’s response was, “I like to make sure the block is clean so people will
want to come and visit the area.” Janet agreed to go out at least once per
week – usually a Monday, but it’s a flexible position that can be done any day
of the week depending on the weather. Taking on this role has also increased
her sense of responsibility at home, as she now takes out the garbage and
recycling at Lakeside House too.
She never has to do it alone – “whoever is around comes [and joins me],”
Janet recalls, and having others around makes the experience more fun and
less lonely. There are times her roommate also comes along to help, but most
of the time Janet goes with the staff at Lakeside House.
Volunteering with Adopt-a-Block has given her confidence and
independence, helped her become more familiar with her neighbourhood,
and provided opportunities to know others in her area better. Her
neighbours have thanked her for keeping the block clean, which makes
her feel like an important part of her neighbourhood and motivates her to
continue serving her community.

Pitching in to Keep Communities Clean
Contributed by Amy Chang, Team Leader
What happens when three different non-profit organizations come together? You might get a cleaner, litterfree neighbourhood with a sense of stronger community as the icing on top!
With the assistance of a Responsive Neighbourhood Small Grant, an initiative from PITCH-IN CANADA, and
some willing volunteers from posAbilities, we have a wonderful combination of people wanting to give back
to their communities.
Amy Chang was the recipient of a Responsive Neighbourhood Small Grant – a grant that helps residents of
any age, ability or experience to take part in building community – for supplies to clean up litter. This was
inspired by the PITCH-IN CANADA national non-profit environmental organization, which encourages all
residents in Canada to ‘pitch in’ and clean up litter, yearlong, across all regions.
With some biodegradable and compostable bags from PITCH-IN CANADA, some gloves, and a litter picker,
you would be amazed at how much litter can be collected and how deeply appreciated this little act of
cleaning up is by neighbours. The best feeling for volunteers is knowing that one person can accomplish
something of great benefit for many people.
Larry Isomura from Supported
Living Network picks up litter.

If you are interested in finding out more about this project and/or in volunteering some of your
time to ‘pitch in’, please contact Amy Chang at achang@posabilities.ca for supplies (litter picker,
re-usable/washable work gloves, biodegradable/compostable bags).
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Employment Specialists, Liane Lowden and Andrea Pacheco,
celebrate with their award.

Hats Off! posAbilities’ Teams
Recognized through Maple Ridge
Community Awards
It’s become an annual tradition, that our amazing colleagues at
posAbilities Employment Service (PES) and their peers at Selkirk
Centre for Community Engagement receive some local love through
the Downtown Maple Ridge Community Awards. This year, we are
proud to share that PES received the Favourite Community Service
Provider Award, while their neighbours at Selkirk were honoured with
a nomination of Favorite Government or Charitable Organization.
Hosted by the Downtown Maple Ridge Association, the awards are
a celebration of community contribution and engagement. The
Association launched public polling online in May, and we were
paired with other stellar local businesses and organizations. It’s an
honour to be nominated and to win these awards.
We’d like to thank everyone at posAbilities who took the time to
vote, and all of the folks out in Maple Ridge who placed their vote of
confidence in the people of posAbilities, and the valuable services
that they provide.

Remembering Bryan
Contributed by the Supported Living Network (SLN) team
It is with great sadness that we announce the passing of
Bryan. He was supported by SLN and will be deeply missed
by his family, friends and many staff.
He loved going bowling, out for breakfast and was a big
fan of watching movies. He had a great collection of VHS
movies and enjoyed going to the theatres to watch them.
His favourite TV network was “Me TV”, and he would often
talk about the different shows and actors with everyone.
He also had a love for comic books and he had quite the
collection! He took pride on making sure they were all
organized neatly.
He had a great sense of humor, especially when it came to
doing housework. He would always giggle when asked to
take out the garbage. His infectious laughter and smile will
be remembered by all…
We welcome you to learn more about Bryan and his family,
through the tribute written by his brother, on the next page.

Our Employment Specialists are involved in various aspects of
community life, creating an ecosystem of support for career
seekers as they pursue, secure, and strive to maintain competitive
employment. They participate in school district events and committees, assisting educators, youth, and families as they work through the
process of transitioning young people to adulthood, connect job seekers to opportunities that suit their aspirations and skills in a variety
of industries, and coach them to success. When a job is found, they then work alongside employees and employers to maintain a positive,
productive and supportive work environment.
Meanwhile, Selkirk has definitely made a positive impression on our community with their participation in various community events. They turned
heads with their themed window decorating, collected resources for the Food Bank, and played a role in the Christmas Parade, just to name a few!
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Remembering my Brother
Contributed by Bruce
For those of you that haven’t yet heard, my brother Bryan passed away
recently at the age of 58. While there will not be a service, it is wrong
for him to fade into history without some comments on his life. I
humbly offer this.

(by bus of course) to Value Village and various comic and record stores
were part of his routine. He loved to collect. As of this writing, he had
around 5,000 records, 1000 VHS tapes, countless comic books and
around 100 T-shirts…..all of them black or white!

Bryan was born on May 5, 1963. From the outset, he suffered from
tremendous physical and developmental issues. At the age of four, my
mother was urged to “put him into an institution, forget about him and
move on with her life.” My mother refused and devoted the rest of her
life to improving his. With painstaking determination and a mother’s
love, she set to the task.

He loved going to movies and it became a weekly tradition for mom
and him. It didn’t matter what they saw as long as it wasn’t violent.
Bryan couldn’t stand violence.

Bryan learned to read and write. He was
ambidextrous and would often start writing
with his left hand and then switch to his right,
halfway across the page. When he was eight
or nine, a friend of my mom’s decided that
with his memory, he should be able to learn
the transit system. Mom and Mrs. Wescott
spent countless hours riding the buses with
him. He quickly picked up the system and
was able to travel anywhere in Vancouver.

My mom’s favourite story was the time she took him to a romantic film.
At one point, the couple started to get ‘romantic’ on the dining room
table. From out of the darkness came a loud voice, “What are they
doing??? They can’t do that there!!! That’s
where they eat!!”. The whole theatre erupted
in laughter!
He also loved to sit in his favourite chair and
watch classic television from the 50’s, 60’s
and 70’s. He wore the chair out and I replaced
it two months ago. That’s what he was doing
when he passed away.
Bryan lived the last 15 years of his life in Still
Creek Co-Op. My mom was a big proponent
of the Co-Op system and felt that Bryan
would thrive in such an environment. He
did. The people at Still Creek were (are)
exceptional people. They treated him like a
human being, ignored his quirks, and kept an
eye on him…..especially after mom passed
away in 2018. I will forever be grateful to
them.

He had an incredible memory and could
remember events from his childhood that
the rest of us had long forgotten. He could
also spell almost any word put to him…
including supercalifragilisticexpialidocious! If
he saw it once, it went into his memory bank
forever.
Though in a special needs program, he
graduated high school and received his
diploma with the rest of the grade 12’s. But
mom was only getting started. She was able to move him into a group
home, but when that proved problematic, he moved into his own
apartment. He was 22. With varying levels of government assistance
(mostly 1-1 workers and subsidized rent), he lived independently for the
next 36 years, until his death.
In the early 80’s, my mom decided that Bryan shouldn’t just sit around
and collect a disability pension. He should have a job. With the help
of three friends, she started a muffin shop on Commercial Drive to
employ him and people with similar issues. While never a thriving
success, it lasted around 12 years before they were renovated out of
their building and couldn’t afford to relocate. But for those 12 years,
Bryan was immensely proud that he was working. He would tell me
that “he had to go to bed because he had to work in the morning”.
Bryan took great pleasure from the simple things in life. Weekly trips

Growing up, I didn’t have a lot to do with
Bryan. We had no common interests, and I hadn’t matured to the point
where his quirks didn’t embarrass me.
As mom moved towards the end of her life, I took on the task of
supporting him. Taking him shopping, out for lunch or to various
appointments, etc. Sometimes just going for a drive past Spanish
Banks (a favourite activity). It was then that I understood what a special
person he was.
As Bryan entered his 50’s, his health issues became more pronounced.
He had congestive heart failure and a severely deformed left knee. It
was becoming apparent to me that soon he would have to go into
some sort of facility to help him deal with these issues. I agonized over
this as I didn’t want to take away his independence.
Thankfully, I never had to make the decision.
I will miss him.
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FAMILIES MATTER

Contributed by Monique Nelson,
Director of Community Engagement

Our community engagement team has appreciated the opportunity to sprinkle your inbox with our Association’s program updates! We hope
that you’ve found free and low cost resources to entertain, educate and inspire – whatever your age or interests; while also finding the ‘need
to know’ information about public health orders and government funded programs and services throughout the pandemic. If you haven’t
already, please visit us online at www.posAbilities.ca or www.laurelbc.ca or call me at 778-945-3367 – I love hearing from you, and helping you
find the information that you need. I have a few really cool updates for you:

Variety – the Children’s Charity is now offering NEW funding for private autism assessments
for lower income families (under $70,000 per year) who have a referral for a psychological assessment. This
fund is intended to help families move through what can be a lengthy waitlist more quickly, so that early
intervention can begin as soon as possible. To apply, visit their grants page here. If you have exceptional
circumstances, please give them a call. Variety is also welcoming donations to this fund if you are in the
position to lend a hand.
ACT – Autism Community Training recently launched two new FREE videos on engaging
neurodiverse children in community-based recreation, featuring Canucks Autism Network (CAN)’s Dr.
Stephanie Jull! She is sure to inspire you as she has extensive, hands-on experience of working with
children and adults. The first video, Building Community Recreation Skills: Why It’s Important to Get
Your Child with Autism Involved, and Where to Start, discusses how to meaningfully involve children in
community-based recreation. The session begins with assessing the child’s interests, choosing an activity, as
well as practical tips for advocating for the supports that are needed. Virtual recreation opportunities during
the COVID era are also discussed, along with ways to help your child get the most out of these programs.
The second video, Helping Your Child with Autism Thrive in Sport and Recreation, provides evidencebased strategies for supporting positive behavior in community-based sport and recreation opportunities.
It includes a range of simple, practical strategies that will be useful for parents, caregivers, coaches,
community recreation providers, program leaders, or anyone else who is interested in supporting children
with autism to thrive in recreation activities.
BC’s Restart Plan gives a big boost to summer camp and recreation options for children, youth and

adults with support needs across BC! To learn more, please scroll through the useful links page on our
Laurel Behaviour Support Services site, www.laurelbc.ca We will be posting updates as they happen – and
recommend you check in frequently.

Lastly, we wanted to share a bit about our approach to service in tandem with BC’s Restart Plan.
There is currently very little virus out in the community, and we have surpassed the 75% vaccination rate of first
doses amongst eligible adults in BC. Combined with the ongoing roll out of the vaccination program, transmission
is extremely low, and likely to stay that way. This means that we are on track with the dates and progress set out in
the government’s plan, with significant easing of restrictions taking place now, and in the coming weeks.
It’s time to ask ourselves how we can get back to our former levels of social interaction, safely and with
collective confidence?
posAbilities and other agencies in our sector, are waiting for detailed guidance from Public Health, WorkSafeBC and
Community Living BC to help us answer that question. As we roll out our plans over the summer, you can expect
us to continue following our existing COVID-19 Safety plans, e.g., wearing masks and any other Personal Protective
Equipment, physical distancing where possible, sanitizing hard surfaces, practicing good hand hygiene and cough
etiquette. Know that we will also respect individuals and families who may not be ready to go back to their former
levels of social interaction at the earliest possible opportunity. We’ll work together, charting a path towards full
participation in programs, services and community that works for all involved.
As Dr. Bonnie Henry has recently said, “As long as we increase our contacts in a slow and measured way, register
and get fully vaccinated, and continue to use our layers of protection, we can confidently move forward with
BC’s Restart plan.”
If you have any questions, please contact us.
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Wishing you a safe and joyful summer, Monique

SECTOR NEWS

Applications Open to Serve on New
Provincial Accessibility Committee
The Accessible British Columbia Act has received Royal Assent and is
now law. The first step is to form the Provincial Accessibility Committee
to advise the minister of social development and poverty reduction
on matters related to accessibility and support the development of
accessibility standards.
“In many ways, the passing of the act today marks an important step
in our work to build an inclusive province that works for all of us,” said
Nicholas Simons, Minister of Social Development and Poverty Reduction.
“People with disabilities and people who face barriers have been
involved in this process from the beginning, and it’s with their continued
input that we’ll ensure we build a barrier-free B.C.”

More Barrier-Free Homes
Coming Soon
The provincial government, through BC Housing, has
declared a partnership with the SAFERhome Standards
Society to improve home accessibility. The goal is a
new certification program that will ensure homes and
public buildings are liveable for all.
“Everyone, regardless of their age, size, ability or
mobility, should be able to live comfortably in
their homes, without barriers,” said Dan Coulter,
Parliamentary Secretary for Accessibility, on behalf of
David Eby, Attorney General and Minister Responsible
for Housing. “With this partnership, we’re making sure
we’re building homes that work for everyone and
proving it’s possible for all developers, public and
private, to do the same. This is a necessary step to
ensure that homes meet people’s needs, now and into
the future.”
The program is set to review all BC Housing units built
since 2019, and will either certify their accessibility or
make renovations accordingly. SAFERhome Standards
Society has been granted $75,000 by the provincial
government for this undertaking. The society is a nonprofit, public interest organization that offers training
and certification programs to make homes safer and
better to live in for everyone.
The inspection and certification process will begin in
June 2021, and is expected to reach completion by 2022.

Those interested in serving on the 11-member Provincial Accessibility
Committee have until July 29th to apply. As outlined in the act, the
committee will represent the diversity of British Columbians and at least
half of the membership will include people with disabilities or people or
organizations that support people with disabilities, with a minimum of
one Indigenous representative.
The act will allow government, with the guidance of the Provincial
Accessibility Committee, to develop new accessibility standards that
will address barriers in a range of areas such as employment, education
and transportation, as well as buildings and infrastructure.
Next steps also include creating a forward-looking, three-year
government accessibility plan, determining which other organizations
the law will apply to and developing a feedback tool to ensure people
throughout the province can provide input on identifying, preventing
and removing barriers.
“As a person living with a disability, I know first-hand that 90% of the
barriers I face are not related to my disability, but rather as a result of
the often-inaccessible systems and environments I am expected to live
within,” said Stephen Lytton, board president, British Columbia Aboriginal
Network on Disability Society. “The Accessible British Columba Act is
much needed and overdue enabling legislation that, when fully realized,
will see positive impacts for so many, and take us closer to the goal of a
fully accessible province where all people are respected and included,
which is a right of us all.”
Learn More:
For more information about the committee, please read the notice of
position: https://bit.ly/2SW0cWq
More information about the act and a plain language summary can be
found on the ministry website: https://bit.ly/2TSySIS
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